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Ah Christmas. It's that time of  year when you settle 

down in front of  the TV after a hearty dinner, novelty 

Christmas sweater on, hearty, warming festive beer in 

hand… Wait a minute – this isn't a northern 

hemisphere Christmas card. This is Africa (and yes 

Bob Geldof  and the Band Aid team, we do know it's 

Christmastime actually). So instead of  talking about 

doppelbocks and heavy ales spiced with nutmeg and 

frankincense and myrrh, we decided to review that 

favourite of  South African Christmas beers – the 

humble lager (page 42). We encourage you to taste 

along and perhaps rate each beer as you sip – Murray 

Slater gives the lowdown on beer-rating apps on page 32. 

If  the lager isn't quite refreshing enough, grab some mistletoe and pucker up – 

Stefan Wiswedel takes us through the world of  sour beers on page 28. And if  

you need something sweet after all the sour, Thandi Guillherme teaches us how 

to turn spent grains into Christmas crunchies on page 40.

Let's hope that the one thing Santa doesn't bring you this year is an off beer…but 

just in case he does, Jaco is on hand to tell you just what's wrong with it on page 

38.

If  we here at On Tap can suggest one New Year's resolution, it's that you should 

start brewing your own beer. Marcel Harper walks you through that very first 

brew on page 22, while Brad and Scott from BeerBros talk kegging on page 25.

We'd like to raise a big foam-topped glass to all of  our subscribers, supporters 

and advertisers. Here's wishing you a very merry end to the year and an awesome 

start to 2017. 

Hoppy Christmas!

Got some beery news, views or a great ale tale to tell? 

Please drop me a line on lucy@ontapmag.co.za

to share a story, tell us what you think of  the 

mag or just to say prost.

From the publisher
This is our second issue of  On Tap. We have been 
overwhelmed by the energetic support and enthusiasm 
shown by the craft beer community.  I’d like to 
extend my sincere thanks to all our advertisers, contributors 
and our incredibly beer savvy editor, Lucy.

And to you, our subscribers and readers, thank you for 
your support and I wish you a safe, happy festive season.

Cheers to you all,

Lucy

From the editor

in

On Tap

Andrew
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Apiwe Nxusani-Mawela is the Managing Director at 
Brewster's Craft Pty Ltd and BrewMaster/shareholder at 
Brewhogs Microbrewery.  Apiwe is a Certified BJCP judge and 
accredited training provider by the Institute of Brewing & 
Distilling and by the Siebel Institute of Technology. 

BeerBros was started by two normal guys with an abnormal 
love for beer. Scott and Brad started BeerBros in 2014 to make 
the lives of Durban home brewers easier, and it is still going 
strong. In Beer We Trust. 

Dan Gillespie is a former sports writer and editor, now working 
in communication. His love of beer took hold during a cold year 
working in the UK, which is why he's as fond of an English 
bitter as he is of a hoppy IPA. He occasionally tweets about 
cricket, pop culture and beer 

Jaco & BAAA-chus Subversive agents of the competition. This 
drinking duo has been around pubs, breweries and festivals 
from 2012 - a year after Jaco started home brewing. In 2014 

ndthey won 2  place in the National Homebrew Competition and 
joined the BJCP organisation as a judge. Find them on 
RateBeer.com as “AtronSeige” where they have 1200+ unique 
ratings. 

Murray Slater A foot soldier in the Great Beer Revolution. Beer 
Whisperer at Beerhouse, a Bachelor of Journalism 

( BJourn, Rhodes), qualified beer judge (BJCP), magazine 
columnist and contributor (FHM, Imbibe UK), restaurant and 
bar owner (Powderkeg Diplomacy, London)

Marcel Harper is a beer geek who's been brewing for more 
than a decade. He was the founder of Hate City Brewing 
Company and currently runs Unfiltered Brand Artisans, an 
agency that helps craft brewers and their clients market and 
sell awesome beer. email: harper@unfiltrd.net. Beer blog - 
Beginnerbrewer.com

Shawn Duthie has been brewing beer for over a decade. 
Passionate about spreading the love of beer to others, he is 
involved in brewer training and beer education in South Africa 
and is the brewer/owner at Dissident Brewing Company. 

Stefan Wiswedal Born and raised in Cape Town, trained as a 
botanist, passionate about nature, and inspired by great beer. 
As the founder of Little Wolf Brewery, my dream is to create 
complex, previously unknown drinks for South Africans to 
enjoy.

Thandi Guilherme is on a mission to taste every beer in the 
world. She's documenting this thirsty work on her site, 
CraftGeek. She runs some corporate events & brewery tours 
too. Thandi is a novice brewer and will definitely own a pub one 
day. Find her at craftgeek.co.za.

http://www.brewsterscraft.co.za
http://www.craftgeek.co.za
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Event
Calendar

Hermanus

Langebaan
yzerfontein

Liefmans Roadshow 
Follow the Liefmans team along 

the Western Cape coast this 

summer for a series of  tastings 

and giveaways. The roadshow 

hits Hermanus on December 
th th16  and 17 , Kleinmond on the 

18th then continues up the West 

Coast in January, visiting 
th

Langebaan on the  5  and 

Yzerfontein on the 6th. Keep an 

eye on the Belgian Beer 

Company social media accounts 

for more info. 

DECEMBER
rd3 : Darling Summer Beer Festival, 

Darling Brewery, Darling.

bierfest.co.za.

Tickets R100

th7 : Banana Jam Craft Beer Club 

Christmas Party, Afro Caribbean 

Brewing Co., Kenilworth, Cape Town

th11 : Potjie Cook-off, 

Copperlake Brewpub, Broadacres. 

copperlake.co.za. 

Entry fee per team R150

th15 : Something's Brewing Cape Town, 

Bree Street, Cape Town. 

somethingsbrewing.co.za. 

Tickets R150

nd rd22 - 23 : Hermanus Craft Beer 

Festival, Whalehaven Winery, Hermanus. 

Tickets R180

st31 : New Year Party, 

Copperlake Brewpub, Broadacres. 

copperlake.co.za. 

Tickets R350

JANUARY
th11 : JHB Wort Hogs Meeting, 

TJ Billies, Northcliff. 

worthogbrewers.co.za

th11 : SouthYeasters Monthly Meeting, 

venue TBC. 

southyeasters.co.za

th18 : Helderberg Brewers Meeting, 

Triggerfish Brewing, Somerset West. 

facebook.com/groups/helderberghomebrew

st21 : Introduction to Brewing Science 

Course, Johannesburg. brewsterscraft.co.za

th26 : WortEast Club Meeting, Werners 

Bistro, Bedfordview. 

worthogbrewers.co.za

th26 : Durban Homebrewers Meeting, 

The Taphouse, La Lucia. 

facebook.com/durbanhomebrewers

FEBRUARY
st1 : Pretoria Worthogs Meeting, Baracas, 

Pretoria. 

worthogbrewers.co.za

th8 : SouthYeasters Monthly Meeting, 

Afro Caribbean Brewing Co, Cape Town. 

southyeasters.co.za

th15 : Helderberg Brewers Meeting, Red 

Sky Brew, Gordon's Bay. 

facebook.com/groups/helderberghomebrew

th18 : Helderberg Craft Beer Fest, 

Southey's Vines, Somerset West.

facebook.com/thestrandrotaryclub.

Tickets R70

th20 : Fermentation Management 

Course, Johannesburg, 

brewsterscraft.co.za

rd23 : Durban Homebrewers Meeting, 

Porcupine Quills Brewery, Bothas Hill. 

facebook.com/durbanhomebrewers

th th24  & 25 : Clarens Craft Beer Festival, 

Village Square, Clarens. 

clarenscraftbeerfest.com
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Purely 

Pretoria has recently seen a pretty 

fast rise in breweries and with 

that, a rise in the number of  

festivals. Some, like Capital Craft, have 

become instant classics while others are 

just getting going. We visited Hazeldean 

Farm recently for the first Purely Pretoria 

Beer Fest. As a seasoned fest goer, I'm 

always chuffed when Gauteng is well 

represented, and this time it was 

exclusively Pretoria-based breweries that 

cracked the nod. And best of  all, the 

event was free!

The day started out a little shaky; Waze 

took us the long way round and we 

weren't sure if  there were card facilities 

or digital payment methods (note to 

event organisers: it helps to put that sort 

of  info on your site and social media), so 

we detoured further to an ATM. By the 

time we arrived, we were definitely 

thirsty and even with only eight 

breweries, there was plenty to drink.

Almost everyone had a weiss on offer, 

which alas is not my style of  choice. 

There were, however, some goodies. 

One was Hazeldean's Amber Weiss; it's 

a clove-heavy version and highly 

enjoyable. Nitro was another fad of  the 

day with a couple of  beers being 

poured on nitro. One was Zeppelin's 

stout, the other was Friar's Habit Irish 

Red. Of  the two, the Red seemed to 

benefit the most from the nitro. 

I have to be honest here: none of  the 

IPAs completely blew me away. I'm 

interested to see where Stimela's IPA 

goes because they're re-inventing their 

recipe with all South African 

ingredients. Currently, there's a blend 

of  South African and imported hops, 

but the Southern Promise still 

dominates. I'm not sure how well the 

market will react to an all SA IPA, but it's 

great to see people experimenting.

One of  my favourite things about fests is 

chatting to brewers and it was great to get 

some time with a few of  the new guys. 

We hung out at Zeppelin for quite a 

while. Their blonde ale and Irish red were 

my top picks and I'm looking forward to 

visiting their brewpub in the near future. 

Another newbie, Leaky Tap had their 

golden ale and a lager on tap.

 Unfortunately, I wasn't overly impressed 

with either, though their stand was very 

popular throughout the day. Legend's 

Brewery also had a strong following, but 

I'm honestly confused as to the 

relationship between them and Keghouse 

Brewery. They've got a few brews: 

Keghouse APA, Chilli Chocolate Stout 

and their Gold Rush Steam Beer. I know 

that Legend's contract brew at the 

Keghouse but it seems like the recipes are 

the shared too. The Chilli Chocolate was 

my favourite by far. 

Drayman's were there with their usual 

suspects. I suspect they need to evolve if  

they want to stay in the game. Meanwhile, 

Frontier are leading the pack right now 

when it comes to … basically everything. 

Not only have they created great base 

styles (including a lager, weiss and IPA) 

but their Red Rye and Wild Sour are 

excellent. 

Overall the day was great - we got a good 

dose of  vitamin D as well as vitamin 

B(eer). There's a lovely market that runs 

at the farm every weekend too. I'm 

already looking forward to next year's fest 

- it'll be interesting to see the growth and 

change on the Pretoria brewing scene.

Thandi Guilherme

Pretor a

Event recap

On Tap
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AB InBev takes over SABMiller 
thOn October 10 , SABMiller ceased 

to exist, when the world's largest 

brewing company, AB InBev, took 

over. The long-awaited $100 billion 

deal was finally complete, after 

months of  wrangling, leaving a sense 

of  uncertainty hanging over the 

South African beer industry. While 

unionised workers' jobs were 

guaranteed under the deal, those 

higher up in SAB were left 

wondering how company 

restructuring would affect their 

future following an announcement 

that up to 5500 jobs would be cut as 

part of  a pledge to save $1.4bn per 

year. 

And it's not just SAB personnel that 

were wondering what sort of  effect 

the takeover would have. Craft 

brewers, bar owners, distributors and 

even drinkers have been considering 

the outcome of  one of  the world's 

biggest ever business acquisitions. 

Shelf  space and access to ingredients 

are a particular concern to 

microbrewers, who until now have 

been able to purchase malt and hops 

directly from SAB. And despite one 

clause in the deal stating that “the 

Merged Entity shall continue to 

supply hops that are currently 

supplied by SABMiller to Small Beer 

Producers on the same terms and 

conditions as currently offered by 

SABMiller or otherwise on 

reasonable commercial terms”, some 

brewers are sceptical.

Beer enthusiasts are hopeful that AB 

InBev might bring with them some 

of  the speciality brands they have 

acquired in the US and UK, such as 

Camden Town, Goose Island or 

Elysian. But one casualty of  the 

buyout could be Pilsner Urquell – 

selling off  the iconic Czech brand 

was part of  the takeover deal, so we 

might soon see it disappearing from 

our shelves.

Twenty beers grab gold medals 

at SA National Beer Trophy
August 2016 saw 11 BJCP judges 

sipping and evaluating 95 beers in 

the second annual South African 

National Beer Trophy (SANBT). 

Held over two days at HQ 

Restaurant in Cape Town, the 

competition drew beers from 37 

South African breweries and 20 

beers – those with a score of  38 or 

higher out of  50 – were awarded 

gold medals. 

The winners were announced in 

September at an event hosted at 

Beerhouse on Long, with brewers 

flying in from the North West, 

Limpopo and Mpumalanga to join 

Western Cape brewers in collecting their 

trophies. Here are all the gold medal 

winners – a veritable 'to taste' list for 

2017:

•Anvil Ale – Mjolnir IPA (highest 

score for a small brewery)

• Black Eagle – Moedersmelk

• Boston Breweries – Rock Hoppa 

IPA

• Brauhaus Am Damm – Traditions 

Bock

• CBC – Pilsner

• CBC – Lager

• CBC – Amber Weiss (highest score 

for a wheat beer)

• CBC – Cape of  Good Hops 

Imperial IPA (highest score for a 

hoppy beer)

• Darling Brew – Long Claw Saison 

(highest score for a speciality beer)

• Darling Brew – Gypsy Mask

• Drifter Brewing – Scallywag IPA

• Franschoek Beer Co – Stout

• Mountain Brewing Co – Madala's 

Gold

• Mountain Brewing Co – Copper 

BREW NEWS

What’s been
happening 
in the world
of beer 

NEW BREWS

Citizen Pale Ale (5%)

Drifter/Zwakala Upside Down Baobab & 
Ginger Weiss (4.5%)*
(*exclusively through League of Beers)

Honingklip Belgian Brown Ale (5.3%)

Little Wolf Brewery - American Wheat (5% 
ABV)

Little Wolf Brewery - Dry Hopped Cider 
(6% ABV)

Little Wolf Brewery - Saison (5% ABV)

Innis & Gunn Lager (4.6%)

SAB Carver's Weiss (5%)

SAB Liberado Tequila Flavoured Beer (6%)

Striped Horse Pale Ale (5.2%)

Woodstock Acid Queen Granadilla Sour 
(3.5%)
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Dawn Lager (highest score for an 

amber beer)

• Newlands Spring – Passionate

Blonde

• Red Sky – Vampire Robust Porter

• Riot Beer – Valve IPA

• Striped Horse – Pilsner (highest

score for a light beer)

• Striped Horse – Pale Ale

• Zwakala – Limpopo Lager

National Homebrew Champs 

winner announced

The winner of  the 2016 National 

Homebrew Champs was announced 

at this year's Cape Town Festival of  

Beer. Close to 100 beers from across 

the country were judged in both 

Johannesburg and Cape Town, with 

the final being judged at Afro 

Caribbean Brewing Company on 
stNovember 21 .  

The top three beers were all awarded 

a score of  more than 40 (out of  a 

possible 50) by a panel of  BJCP-

qualified judges. Wouter Cronje took 

the coveted top spot with his 

Chronicle Rye IPA, winning a healthy 

pile of  prizes. The top prize was a 

Bulldog Brewer complete all grain 

brewing system sponsored by 

National Food Products. Cronje will 

be the first person in South Africa to

own the new system, which retails at 

R9750. Second place went to JP 

Lewtak for his French Oak-Aged 

Belgian Quad while third prize went 

to Grant Richardson for his London 

Bomber Russian Imperial Stout. The 

competition was organised by the 

SouthYeasters Homebrewers Club, 

with Jo'burg judging organised by the 

Wort Hogs Brewers Club.

New brew route in Jeffreys Bay

As peak season arrives, 

holidaymakers heading to J-Bay will 

be spoilt for choice when it comes to 

beer. From having no breweries at 

all, the surf  mecca will soon have 

three microbreweries to choose 

from. Brewhaha JBay received their 

licence in September and their Da 

Gama Road tap room was set to be 

open for the summer season. Nearby, 

in the industrial area, Jeffreys Bay 

Craft Brewery is also beginning 

production of  their half-dozen beers 

named for local legend and lore. The 

third brewery, Brewery on the Beach 

is the new project of  Mtunzini 

brewer Ivan Beukes. Find their beers 

on tap at the Viswijf  Restaurant to 

the south of  the town.

The line up of  this year’s SAB National Beer Trophy winners

Riot Beer moves production to

Darling

Back in July, Riot Beer announced on 

the Brewing Network podcast that they 

had joined forces with Darling Brew. 

Riot's two flagship beers – Valve (IPA) 

& Session (Kolsch) are now being 

produced at Darling Brew to help keep 

up with demand. The beers also have 

sleek new labels. Back in their 

Woodstock home, the Riot guys will be 

focusing on small-batch experimental 

brews – keep an eye out for The 

Precinct Barrel Aged series kicking off  

early next year.

Rwanda Craft Brewery Project 

crowdfunding campaign successful

A crowdfunding campaign to help 

launch Rwanda's first craft brewery was 

a resounding success. Backed by 

Canadian microbrewery Beau's, the 

campaign sought to raise CA$95,000 

but beer lovers dug deep and raised 

more than $110,000. The all-female 

brewery will hopefully be up and 

running in 2017.

 BRIEF
IN
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Glenfiddich releases single malt

whisky finished in IPA casks

Glenfiddich has released the world's 

first single malt Scotch whisky to be 

finished in IPA barrels. Glenfiddich's 

Malt Master, Brian Kinsman, describes 

the whisky as “a liquid with a zesty 

citrus note followed by soft, sweet 

vanilla and a hint of  fresh hops.” The 

experimental whisky is now available 

in South Africa, retailing at R999 per 

bottle.

Striped Horse bar opens in Cape 

Town

Cape beer brand Striped Horse has 

opened its own bar in Muizenberg. 

The eclectically decorated bar has a 

small patio alongside the train tracks 

and distant views of  the ocean. Settle 

in with a pint of  Striped Horse's 

award winning pale ale or pilsner; 

beers from CBC and Devil's Peak are 

also on tap.

Beerhouse Centurion opens

The extremely popular Beerhouse 

chain has opened its third 

bar/restaurant, this time in Centurion, 

Gauteng. Situated in the former 

Firkin, the bar will continue the '99 

bottles' theme, with a menu of  local 

and imported beers. The 30 taps will 

not only pour beer but also iced tea, 

pre-mixed gin and tonic and cold 

brewed coffee.

Saggy Stone moves to cans

Robertson-based brewery Saggy Stone 

has become the fifth South African 

microbrewery to launch their beers in 

cans. The family-run brewery has 

released their popular California Steam 

in a 500ml can and will follow up with 

two other beers in 2017.

CBASA responds to Liquor Act 

amendments

The Craft Brewers Association of  

South Africa (CBASA) submitted a 

lengthy document opposing the latest 

round of  proposed amendments to 

the Liquor Act. The suggested 

amendments include raising the legal 

drinking age to 21, banning 

advertisement and promotional events 

involving alcohol and refusing liquor 

licences for properties located within 

500m of  a school, residential area or 

place of  worship. On Tap



Knysna:
a heady brew

The pretty Garden Route town is a favourite 
of adventure-seekers, nature-lovers, 
and, yes, ale fans. Dan Gillespie goes 

in search of a pint and a slice of the great outdoors.

On the Hop

Located around five hours up the 

N2 from Cape Town, Knysna is 

the ideal venue for an idyllic week-

long getaway any time of  year. The 

temperate climate means you're just as 

likely to get rained on in December as you 

are in June, while the opposite can also be 

true – when I visited in mid-winter this 

year I was treated to seven days of  

glorious sunshine. 

All of  which means you're never too far 

away from a day upon which you can 

enjoy your favourite beer style, whether 

that's an English ale, a dry stout or a good 

old pale lager. 

The Beer
For many South Africans, their first taste 

of  a non-mass-produced beer was from 

Mitchell's (mitchellsbrewing.com). That's 

because when they launched in 1983, they 

were (as far as we know) the only 

microbrewery in the country. In fact, you 

can often tell long-time Mitchell's drinkers 

by their insistence on calling it a 

microbrewery, rather than a craft brewery 

- a term that has only come into vogue in 

the past decade or so..

I have many fond memories of  stocking 

up on 1L plastic bottles of  Bosun's Bitter 

or Forester's Lager and spending the day 

drinking in the sun on the grass banks of  

The Oaks at Newlands Cricket Ground, 

and I often return to drinking the brand, 

even though they have been taken over in 

popularity by many of  their newer peers.  

It has also long been a tradition of  mine 

to visit Mitchell's brewery in Knysna every 

time I'm in town. That used to involve 

finding your way into the industrial part 

of  town, where the brewery was located 

down a side street, next to a couple of  

antique car dealerships, but in 2014 

Mitchell's relocated to their current 

premises closer to the centre of  town. The 

new brewery is still surrounded by 

warehouses, but the view is a little 

different – overlooking the water, with 

Thesen Islands in the distance. The 

modern brewery is housed in a large 

warehouse where brewery tours are still 

offered, on the hour, for R75 (R150 

including a tasting), though these days 

booking ahead is advised. You'll get a cool 

little hair net to wear, some ear plugs, and 

be taken on a tour of  the still-shiny 

facilities

True to their roots, Mitchell's still focuses 

on traditional English-style ales. You won't 

find any hop-forward IPAs, or Belgian-

style sours here – instead their line focuses 

on milder, malty ales, and a selection of  

lagers. Stand-outs are the Raven Stout and 

the 90 Shilling Ale (spiced up with 

cinnamon – sounds weird, tastes 

awesome), while the originals - Bosun's 

Bitter and Forester's Lager - remain firm 

favourites. There's also a Milk and Honey 

ale for those with a sweet tooth, and the 

Old Wobbly lager, which pumps the 

alcohol volume up. That last brew is an 

acquired taste, but the rest are all well-

brewed by John Horn, a former SAB 

brewer who took over at Mitchell's a little 

over a year ago, at a time when 

consistency was an issue. 

There is also a pub outside the brewery, 

where you can spend a languid afternoon 

downing pints and nibbling on an 

assortment of  traditional pub fare (think 

burgers and home-style pies with thick-cut 

fries).

Back in the industrial area, not far from 

where Mitchell's got their start, are the 

new boys, Red Bridge 

(redbridgebrewing.co.za). Brewing on a 

tiny hand-built system, Red Bridge's three 

brews have quickly taken their place 

alongside Mitchell's as local favourites. 

They currently brew the No 17 Golden 
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Ale, the Privateer IPA, and the Woodcutter Saison. The 

beers are all bottle-conditioned, which means you might 

find a little more sediment in some of  the brews than 

you'd like, but it's not enough to put you off  your drink. 

The brewery has a small tasting room and a courtyard 

space where they serve their beers and nibbles (Monday-

Friday 8am-4pm). 

The focus at Red Bridge is on staying true to their roots, 

whether that's in the names of  the beers (each is tied to a 

local tale) or the friendly, laid-back atmosphere at their 

premises. A Cape Town hipster haunt this ain't, and it is all 

the better for it!

Grab a bite
If  you're still hungry after sampling the best liquid Knysna 

has to offer, you're spoiled for choice. Play it safe by 

hitting one of  the chain restaurants at the Knysna 

Waterfront, down the famed local shellfish at Tapas & 

Oysters (tapasknysna.com) on Thesen Island or make your 

way to the Heads. For daytime fare you'll want to hit the 

East Head Café (eastheadcafe.co.za) which serves up a 

host of  appetising fish dishes, as well as a couple of  

burgers for the meat lovers. They also have Red Bridge's 

range for you to sip on while you look over the sea at the 

famous Knysna Heads. At night, you should 'head' across 

the parking lot to Senza (044 384 0408), a traditional 

Italian restaurant which is the real deal – owned by an 

Italian who cooks proper Italian food. Seafood and 

antipasti take centre stage, though you can also enjoy 

pizzas and pastas if  you feel like something more familiar. 

Stay the night
As a town that exists mainly to service the tourist trade, 

punters can find a vast variety of  accommodation on offer. 

One stand-out is The Turbine (turbinehotel.co.za), a 

boutique hotel fashioned from an old Thesen Island power 

station. Rooms cleverly blend relics of  the old building 

with Knysna icons, so you might find yourself  in a room 

featuring elephant-inspired art alongside discs and dials 

from the 1940s power station. Back in the town – or on 

tranquil Leisure Isle – there are plenty of  B&Bs and self-

catering options – from small, well-appointed cottages, 

usually attached to someone's house, to timber cabins, and 

off-the-grid options on nature reserves like Goukamma. 

Top: Brew with a view - SA's oldest craft beer

Below: Red Bridge's beers are named 
for local legends or sights, as 

is the brewery itself
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�� Garde� Rout�'� Brew Rout�

As well as the Knysna duo, the Garden Route has 
an easy-to-follow brew route stretching from 

Mossel Bay in the west to Tsitsikamma in the east. 
Here are some suggested stops:

South Cape Breweries
southcapebreweries.com

Mossel Bay
A pint of Glenhoff Lager by the sea is a fine way to 

spend an afternoon. You can't visit the brewery, 
but there are plenty of places around town that 

serve the beer.

Harbour Shack
072 142 9092

Mossel Bay
Based in the old train station, Harbour Shack also 

produces a line of fiery spirits.

Robertson Brewing Co.
robertsonbrewery.com

George
A wide range of beers and a lively restaurant to sip 

them in make this a must if you're passing 
through George.

Tsitsikamma Microbrewery
tsitsikammavillageinn.co.za

Storms River
With a 1950s-themed diner on one side, a 

pleasant hotel on the other and the whole town 
within easy walking distance, Tsitsikamma's cute 
brewpub is a place to ditch the car and settle in 

for the day.On Tap

Just remember to book well in advance if  

you're visiting during the Christmas, 

Easter or Oyster Festival periods, as the 

town gets extremely busy.

Take a trip on the wild side
Home to vast tracts of  wild indigenous 

forest, the Garden Route is a wilderness 

lover's dream. Take a boat to Featherbed 

Nature Reserve 

(knysnafeatherbed.co.za), which offers 

exclusive access to Knysna's Western 

Head, or hike and bike in the scattered 

swathes of  the Garden Route National 

Park (sanparks.org/parks/garden_route). 

For those looking to get out of  the 

immediate surrounds of  Knysna, a trip to 

the Robberg Nature Reserve 

(capenature.co.za/reserves/robberg-

nature-reserve/) on the outskirts of  

Plettenberg Bay is a must-do. Just 45 

minutes from Knysna, Robberg is a 

World Heritage Site and national 

monument. The Robberg peninsula juts 

out from the coastline dramatically, 

providing jaw-dropping views of  the 

ocean as well as the beach that stretches 

towards Plettenberg Bay. Highlights of  a 

trip here include tackling one of  the 

circular hikes (from 2km for the unfit 

rambler to a full 10km 

hike/scramble/trail run around the entire 

peninsula), viewing the seal colony, or 

simply soaking up the sun on the beach 

down by the Island. 

And finally, if  you're an adventure 

enthusiast, you'll want to visit during the 

Oyster Festival (oysterfestival.co.za), 

held every July. The restaurants and bars 

hum day and night all week, playing host 

to the thousands of  weekend warriors 

down from Cape Town to take part in 

one of  the endurance events – from 

mountain biking to trail running and the 

ever-popular Knysna Forest Marathon. 

And of  course, for those who prefer less 

energetic endeavours, you can always 

retreat to a cosy pub or waterside bar for 

a bottle of  Woodcutter or a chilled pint 

of  South Africa's oldest microbrewed 

beer, Forester's Lager. 

More info
Knysna Tourism: www.visitknysna.co.za

http://www.mcclabel.com/
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Against the grain 
 Craft Cider Guild

Introducing the

Four founding brewers make up the Craft Cider Guild with plans
in place to introduce South Africa’s first Cider Route.

To be a member only fresh pears or apples may be used
explains Michael Everson

ELSEWHERE
IN THE SA
CIDER SCENE

Alpha Cider relaunches

Alpha, the cidery sister 

company of  Devil's Peak, has 

relaunched with new 

packaging, new labels and a 

couple of  new brands. Now 

using fresh-pressed juice 

instead of  concentrate, Alpha 

Dry and its new companion Alpha 

Ginger contain a blend of  Fuji, 

Golden Delicious, Pink Lady and 

Granny Smith apple juice. Two beers – 

a lager and a golden ale – were 

recently added to the range.

Sxollie Granny 

Smith crowned 

top cider at 

CTFOB

The third variant 

in the Sxollie 

range, Granny 

Smith, took the 

top spot in the 

BJCP-sanctioned competition at the 

2016 Cape Town Festival of  Beer in 

November. It's not the first award the 

brand has received since launching in 

2015 – earlier this year, they were 

crowned Supreme Champion in 

packaging and design at the 

International Cider Challenge, beating 

more than 200 brands from around 

the world.

Little Wolf  launches dry-hopped 

cider

Taking inspiration from the American 

cider scene, Stefan Wiswedel has 

released a cider dry hopped with citra 

and cascade. The 6% ABV cider is 

available from selected retailers in 

Cape Town.

On Tap

One of  the most-

asked questions in 

the beer world 

today has to be “what is craft 

beer”? For some it comes 

down to size, for others it's 

about ingredients and for 

many, it largely depends on 

ownership. In the US, an 

official definition presides 

over the industry, but in 

South Africa we are yet to 

formally define what makes a 

beer a craft beer. Not so in the 

country's burgeoning craft cider 

scene, where a group of  cider-makers 

have come together to create the 

Craft Cider Guild.

Based in Elgin, the spiritual home of  

all things apple-related in South 

Africa, the Craft Cider Guild is a 

brand new initiative spearheaded by 

some familiar names. Everson's, 

Cluver & Jack, Sxollie and 

Windermere are the founding 

members of  the organisation, though 

it's open to any cider producer that 

meets the criteria – or should that be 

criterion, since there is just one simple 

condition for membership. “The 

requirement to be a member is that 

during the fermentation process, only 

fresh pressed apples or pears are 

used,” explains Michael Everson of  

Everson's Cider, “There are many 

ciders out there claiming the term 

'craft', but manufacture their cider 

from apple concentrate which is no 

different to the mass-market 

producers.” 

Plans are also underway to create a 

cider route, where enthusiasts can hop 

from producer to producer sampling 

the increasing number of  variants on 

offer. At the moment, Everson's has a 

cool little tasting space at the 

Peregrine Farmstall, while those who 

want to see where the magic happens 

can roam the apple orchards at Cluver 

& Jack's  De Rust Estate, also in 

Elgin. 

There are other South African cider 

mills – as cider production facilities 

are traditionally called – that currently 

use fresh juice to create their 

beverages, but at the moment only 

four have joined the guild. But as the 

craft cider scene grows, the guild is 

bound to grow along with it and the 

founding members hope that 

consumers will see the brand's logo as 

a stamp of  quality for South African 

craft cider.
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New to homebrewing? Marcel Harper gives a step-by-step guide to that first extract brew.

In the first instalment of  this column, we 

looked at the essential gear you'll need 

for brewing your first beer. Now, we're 

going to put those bits and pieces to good 

use and make some beer. Awesome!

The Recipe (and some more gear)
For our first brew, we'll be following Barry 

White's advice and take it nice and slow. I 

recommend that you start out using extracts 

and specialty grains for your first brew. 

Why? Because it's important to first master 

the basic techniques of  brewing and 

sanitising before introducing more complex

full-grain methods into the mix. Here's what 

you'll need:

Ingredients
• 25L sterilised, boiled water (or use

bottled H2O)
• 280g caramel/crystal malt (ask your local

 homebrewing shop to crush it for you)
• 2kg light dry malt extract (DME)
• 340g Lyle's Golden Syrup (don't

 substitute with sugar – believe me!)
• 64g Fuggles hops

• 21gs East Kent Goldings hops
• 1 tsp Irish moss
• 1 packet Nottingham Dry Ale Yeast 

(Lallemand) (Alternative: Fermentis S-04)

Equipment
Ÿ A bag made out of  muslin cloth capable 

of  being closed and that can hold at least 

500g of  grain.
Ÿ Necessary cleaning and sanitizing agents 

(Use diluted caustic soda for cleaning and 

diluted Perisan for sterilisation. Don't use 

bleach. Ever).
Ÿ A bloody big whisk
Ÿ Some beer. This will go into you, 

not the brew.
Ÿ A brewing buddy. It really does help 

to have someone to help out. 

For this brew, we'll be making a 

style called Best Bitter. It's a full-

flavoured English ale that pairs 

really well with food. Commercial 

examples include Marston's 

Pedigree Ale, or for a local 

version, try Drayman's Goblin’s 

Bitter. 

Brewer time
Let's talk about time. Not the 

philosophical concept, but rather how 
brewers measure time. Brewers are weird 
folks, so we like doing things backwards. 
So it goes with time. In the steps listed 

here, when I mention that you add 
something at 60 minutes, I mean that you 
add the ingredient with 60 minutes still to 
go. Confused? Just see it as a countdown 
timer. When you use a timer and set it to 

60 minutes, it will start at 60 minutes, 
right? So if I want you to add something 

at 10 minutes, what I mean is add it when 
your timer reads “10 minutes.” 

Your First Brew

Home Bru
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Step 1. Preparation
I think it was Aristotle who mentioned 

that proper planning prevents piss-poor 

performance. Brewing rewards good 

preparation. Assemble your gear and 

designate a place that will serve as your 

brewing space. You'll need at least three 

hours of  uninterrupted time. Get your 

water, kettle, and burner ready and 

measure out your ingredients. 

Also: create a “sanitation 

station” for yourself. This 

will be a container filled 

with sanitizer that is large 

enough to hold a large 

mason jar, your 

thermometers, hydrometer, 

bubbler, and so on. You 

can also use your fermenter 

(bucket) for this. That way,  

you're sanitizing this bad 

boy at the same time.

Step 2. Specialty Grains & DME

To make the bitter, we'll be adding some 

lovely caramel and toffee flavours to the 

basic profile of  the malt extract. We'll do 

this by steeping the cracked crystal malt 

grains in hot water.

Put all the water in the 

brew kettle (i.e. your 

stock pot), and heat it 

all to a nice, toasty 

65°C. Switch off  the 

burner and put your 

crystal malt-filled 

muslin bag into the 

water. Let it steep for 

30 minutes. You can 

move it around a bit 

every now and again, 

but basically, just let it infuse all those 

lovely flavours and colours into your wort.

After 30 minutes, pull out the bag and let 

it drain naturally. Do not squeeze the bag 

– that will extract unpleasant tannins from 

the grains that we don't want. Get rid of  

the grains by using it in your muesli or 

feeding it to the dogs/pigs/cows.

Now, add the DME. This stuff  is super-

fine powdery goodness, so take care when 

handling it. Your incredibly large whisk is 

 
going to come in very handy here. Whisk
the DME into your wort and make sure 

you have no clumps.

Step 3. The Boil
Switch on your burner and crank it to the 

maximum. Be careful of  your facial hair. 

Make sure your brewing space is well 

ventilated. 

It's probably a good 

idea to mention the 

danger of  boil-overs 

at this point. 

Whenever you add 

anything at room 

temperature to boiling 

water, you're likely to 

risk a boil-over. This 

can be messy and 

potentially 

dangerous, so take care. If  you see the 

kettle threatening to boil over, you've got 

a few options:

• Switch off  the heat. This is a sure-fire 

way to prevent a boil-over, but is a pain 

as well.
• Spray the surface of  your boiling liquid 

with water. This helps, but won't 

prevent a serious boil-over.

Once your wort reaches a full, rolling boil, 

it's time to start your timer. Set it to 60 

minutes. Immediately add 57g of  Fuggles 

hops into the boil. Watch it swirl and 

inhale the wonderful aroma. 

Next, add the Lyle's Golden Syrup. This is 

a common ingredient in many English 

ales and will help in adding some alcoholic 

kick as well as a nice, dry finish to your 

bitter. Dip your syrup 

container (carefully) into 

the boiling wort to extract 

all the goodness.

At about this time, your 

brewing space is going to 

be hot, and it's going to 

smell absolutely fantastic. 

Crack open your first beer 

and pat yourself  (and 

your brew buddy) on the 

back.
 

Next, you'll be adding the aroma 

and flavor hops into the mix. 

That first addition was to 

bitter out the beer,but 

these ones are going to 

add all the interesting 

hop notes that bitters are 

famous for. Here's what 

you have to add, along 

with the times:

• 15 minutes: 14g East 

Kent Goldings
• 10 minutes: 1 

teaspoon of  Irish 

Moss. This weird, seaweed-based 

substance will help to clarify your 

beer. 
• 5 minutes: 7g East Kent Goldings and 

7g Fuggles

When your timer reaches zero, switch 

off  the burner. You're done with the hot 

side of  the brewing process. 

One last thing: take that big whisk of  

yours and stir the wort vigorously for a 

few minutes, creating a whirlpool. This 

will help in clarifying your beer later by 

collecting all the spent bits and pieces in 

the centre of  your brew kettle.

Step 4. The Chill
It's time to chill. No, not have another 

beer (although…), but to chill down your 

wort. This serves 

several functions:

• Getting it to the 

right temperature

to pitch your yeast
• Clarification of

the beer
• Preventing off

flavour build up
• Stabilising flavour
• Ensuring world

peace

Okay, maybe not that last 

one. Now's the time to either stick your 

(sterilised) wort chiller into the liquid or 

place the entire kettle (with lid on) into a 

super-cold ice bath. Your goal here is to 

chill down the wort to around 20-25°C 

in about 30 minutes or less. Good luck. 

The world is depending on you.

YOU MUST 
HAVE SANITISER

FULL BLAST FOR YOUR BURNER

HOPS ADD THE 
AROMA & FLAVOUR

CRYSTAL MALT-FILLED
MUSLIN BAG GOES 
IN THE WATER

GET YOUR WORT 
DOWN T0 20 - 25 C

HAVE A PAUSE 
FOR REFRESHMENT

BEER
BREAK
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Step 5. Rehydrate your yeast
While your wort is chilling, it's time to 

rehydrate your dry yeast. You'll need to 

be super careful when handling anything 

that touches the yeast at this stage. So 

sanitise everything: your hands, the 

scissors you'll be cutting the packet with – 

everything. Put the yeast into a sterilised 

jam jar with about 100ml of  sterile water. 

Close the jar. You sterilised the lid, right?

Swirl this mixture every 10 minutes or so 

until it looks all creamy and dreamy.

Step 6. Pitching 
You're almost done! Make sure 

that your fermenting bucket, its 

lid, the bubbler and the little 

rubber thingy that holds the 

bubbler in place have been 

sanitised. Check your wort 

temperature with a sanitised 

thermometer. If  it's between 20-

25 °C, you're in business!

Take a sample with a sanitised 

receptacle and measure the 

wort's gravity with your 

hydrometer. It should read around 1.039 

– 1.044. If  it's way off, something went 

wrong. Higher is better, because you can 

dilute it with sterile H2O until you reach 

the correct target original gravity (what 

this reading is called). Less is more 

problematic and how to correct it falls a 

bit outside the scope of  this here article. 

Sorry. Email me.

Do not put that sample back into the 

kettle. Rather taste it. You are tasting 

something rare: unfermented beer. How 

cool is that?

If  all is well, chuck the sanitiser out of  

the fermenter. Remember that whirlpool 

you created earlier? Take your kettle and 

pour the wort into the fermenter, 

stopping when you get to the gunky 

brown-green sludge (known as trub). 

Don't worry about splashing it in from a 

height. In fact, that will help to aerate 

your wort, which is a good thing.

Finally, pitch your yeast. Upend the 

contents of  your creamy yeast mixture 

into the wort. No need to stir. It's all 

good. Close the lid. Fill your 

bubbler/airlock halfway with vodka. Put 

the fermenter somewhere the ambient 

temp will be between 16-25 °C.

Step 7. Fermentation
This is where the real work of  brewing 

beer begins. Only thing is, you're not 

doing the work. The yeast is. I 

recommend keeping your fermenter in 

one place for about 12 days as it finishes 

primary and secondary fermentation. 

Take a measurement with a 

sterile hydrometer. You 

should be hitting somewhere 

close to 1.010.

Then, chill down your 

fermenter (if  possible) to 

about 5 °C for 2-3 days and 

you're done! Well, almost. 

Now you have to enter the 

seventh circle of  hell that is 

bottling your beer. More about that in the 

next edition.

 
On Tap
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Brew it Yourself  

 

Homebrew
Your 

Kegging

If  you're a fan of  drinking beer, then you're probably 

more than familiar with the thrill, the anticipation, 

that comes from seeing a good draft beer poured. 

Watching the stout settle, or admiring a good frothy head 

is a feeling you'll know well. If  you're a homebrewer, 

pouring your own beer from the keg gives you that very 

feeling, only moreso. For many homebrewers, kegging 

their hard-brewed beer is the ultimate destination in the 

brewing journey.

Yep, it looks and feels amazing to pour your own beer 

from a keg. Once you invest in the equipment for kegging, 

you'll never look back. Send those bottles to the local 

recycling centre or pass them on to newer brewers. Put the 

capper on Gumtree and bid farewell to the days of  

scrubbing labels from bottles in a bath full of  suds.

Kegging is an investment (yes, that does mean it costs a 

lot) but there are plenty of  reasons to make the move from 

bottling to kegging. For one thing, it's quicker from brew 

to glass, shaving off  up to two weeks in bottle-

conditioning time. As you don't need bottles, it drops the 

time that you would spend on bottling, along with the cost 

of  buying bottles for each new brew, or the hassle of  

cleaning and sanitising recycled bottles. Putting your beer 

in a keg saves you space. It also allows for a more 

consistent carbonation. And if  all this wasn't enough to 

convince you, pouring your own beer straight from a tap is 

just plain awesome.

Getting equipped
For serious homebrewers, kegging is where you want to go. 

But perhaps the biggest downside is the cost, and you 

really can't afford to cut corners on any of  the equipment. 

If  you don't have everything you need, you simply can't get 

the beer out of  the keg. 

The first thing you'll need, of  course, is the keg itself. 

There are many types of  kegs available, but a 19-litre 

Corny keg is ideal for homebrewers - it's the right size for 

your average brew, and is easy to clean and maintain. Make 

sure that you get the right fittings for your keg. Some types 

of  kegs need couplers, others (like Cornys) need plastic 

disconnects.

Brad Vincent and Scott Bevan from BeerBros give 
us the rundown on kegging and discuss whether your 
average homebrewer should take the plunge.
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Filling your keg
It's a good idea to first purge your keg 

to get rid of  all the oxygen, which you 

can do by filling it with C02. Getting 

beer into the keg is easy enough if  you 

have an auto siphon; just make sure 

you avoid splashing or aerating the 

beer. Once the beer is in, seal your keg 

and pump in some gas. You can 

release any excess oxygen by 

pressurizing the keg and releasing the 

valve on the keg a few times. Once it's 

pressurized, you can store it at the 

desired pressure to get the perfect 

carbonation level for your beer style.

For the gas, you're looking for a 

cylinder of  CO2 or nitrogen 

depending on what you're pouring – 

for ales, lagers, weiss and pilsners, 

CO2 will work, while for stouts, 

porters and red ales you may prefer 

the creamier finish that only nitrogen 

gives. And of  course, you need to 

keep your beer cold. A cold plate 

covered in ice does the trick.

You've got your beer kegged, 

carbonated and kept cold – but of  

course you need a way to get the 

liquid into your glass – namely, a tap. 

You could go the simple route and use 

a plastic picnic tap directly off  the 

beer line – it's not ideal, but you'll 

automatically be voted best braaier in 

town just for having draft beer in your 

home. The next step up is to use a 

shank and install a tap through your 

fridge door, while the ultimate setup is 

to mount a tower on top of  your bar, 

together with a compensated tap, 

which allows you to regulate the flow 

of  beer as you pour.

Now hook everything up: some gas 

line from the gas cylinder to the keg. 

Some beer line from the keg to the 

cold plate and then more beer line to 

the tap, and you are ready to pour.

Pouring 101
Once you have all of  the equipment, 

you can have beer on tap whenever 

(and wherever) you like.

Pouring your own beer can take a bit 

of  practice though, so here is some 

advice:

- A colder beer will pour easier and 

give you less foam. The science 

behind it is simple: warm beer doesn't 

hold onto the gas bubbles as much as 

cold beer. Keep your keg cold: 3°C is 

ideal.

- Keep your beer cold between the keg 

and the tap. Using a plate chiller and 

an icebox makes this easy. A metal coil 

in a coolerbox also works as a cheaper 

option.

- The faster the beer comes out, the 

more it will foam. To help reduce 

foam, make your beer line longer. 

Using thinner beer line can also help.

In the end, do the benefits outweigh 

the disadvantages? We think they do. 

And for regular homebrewers, having 

your own beer on tap is the cherry, or 

should we say the perfect head, on top 

of  your well-brewed beer.
On Tap
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CLEAN UP 
YOUR ACT

Clean your equipment every time you 
use it. Before you put your beer into the 

keg, clean and sanitise your keg, the 
siphon and any hose or equipment 

you're using. You also need to sanitise 
your beer lines and taps before and 

after pouring from the keg. Beer left in 
the lines gets warm and will sour, 

leaving you with an unpleasant taste 
the next time you pour. We recommend 
using a no-rinse sanitiser, which you 
can use for cleaning the keg and for 
running through your entire system 

before and after you use it – Imperisan 
is a good option. 

SANITISEDHAVE YOU

TODAY?

The ultimate prize - 
your own 

tower and tap
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the style guide  

All 
 things

sour
It was while sitting on my patio 

(read stoep) in Vancouver, Canada, 

on a rare, dry day that I had my 

first sour beer. It was Duchesse de 

Bourgogne, a classic Flemish Red ale. A 

dark, deep mahogany beer with a sandy-

coloured head, the beer had an aroma 

unlike anything I had experienced: tart 

prunes and plums; baked pears and 

stewed raisins; sherry, port and a hint of  

oak. It was fascinating. The flavour was 

a shock to my palate, and to be honest, I 

wasn't sure if  I enjoyed it. Many of  the 

same characters were in the flavour, but 

on the tongue it also had a firm acidity 

with notes of  fresh cherry and 

gooseberry. As I drank more, the 

flavours grew on me, and by the time I 

had finished the 

bottle, I knew I 

wanted to try 

more. Tartness, 

acidity, 

gooseberry, 

oak, plum, 

prune, raisin – 

these are words one 

could use to describe a 

fine wine, but they are 

equally at home 

when 

describing sour beers. This style of  beer 

is taking the international craft beer 

world by storm and is now starting to 

trickle into the hands, mouths and 

imaginations of  South African brewers 

and beer drinkers. 

An age-old beer
Sour beers are by no means new. It's 

likely all beer had some sour flavour 

until recently in brewing history. Before 

people understood what yeast was and 

how to grow pure cultures, beers were – 

by default – brewed with mixed cultures 

of  yeast and bacteria. Only in 1883 did 

Emil Christian Hansen of  the Carlsberg 

Research Institute isolate brewer's yeast. 

This lead to a fundamental change in 

brewing and the vast majority of  beers 

today are brewed purely with 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae.

However, in this vast sea of  pure-

culture beer, some brewers held on to 

tradition and continued to brew with 

other yeast and bacteria. They kept the 

styles that showcased these 

fermentations alive, realising that their 

complexity, nuance, acidity and flavour 

couldn't be replicated with brewer's 

yeast alone.

Belgian sours
Being a stronghold of  odd ingredients 

and mixed culture fermentations, one 

can't help think of  Belgium when 

thinking of  sour beers. Michael Jackson, 

(the Beer Hunter, not the King of  Pop), 

called sour beers the Burgundies of  

Belgium because of  their rich history, 

complexity, and the mystery and 

reverence surrounding them, much like 

wines from the Burgundy region of  

France.

The beers that best fit this title, in my 

mind, are the red and brown sour ales 

of  Flanders, also called Flemish Reds 

and Oud Bruins. They are dark, rich and 

tart but have a balancing malty 

sweetness that makes them a great 

introduction to sours. They are brewed 

using mixed cultures and aged for one 

to three years so that they can develop 

the richness for which they are 

renowned. Before packaging, older and 

newer beers are blended to create 

something greater than the some of  its 

parts, an art that can be perfected only 

with years of  practice.

The most revered sour beers are the 

lambic and gueuze sours of  the Senne 

Stefan Wiswedel
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River Valley in Belgium. Here lie the only 

breweries in the world that can be said to 

brew true lambics and gueuzes and their 

methods have changed little over 

hundreds of  years. The grain-bill for 

lambic is barley malt and 30–40% 

unmalted wheat. During the boil, 

brewers add aged hops, for while the 

style doesn't seek hop flavor, aroma or 

bitterness, the antibacterial properties of  

hops help control the early stages of  

fermentation. After boiling, they pump 

the wort into a shallow, open pan called a 

koelschip. Large louvers in the roof  of  the 

brewery are opened to allow the night air 

to seep in and cool the wort. This is also 

when the magic begins, as the drafts of  

night air carry in the yeasts and bacteria 

that will ferment these mystical beers. 

The next morning, the brewers transfer 

the inoculated wort into neutral oak 

barrels and leave it to ferment for up to 

three years while the wild yeast and 

bacteria transform the sweet wort into 

sour lambic. At this point the brewery 

can either release the beer as unblended 

lambic, or more commonly, one-, two- 

and three-year old lambics are blended 

together to create a gueuze, the pinnacle 

of  sour beer brewing and blending. 

The array of  yeast and bacteria that 

ferment lambics and gueuzes results in 

very complex beers. The long ageing 

process gives the yeast, Brettanomyces, the 

time it needs to convert sugars, esters 

and other chemicals into a suite of  fruity, 

funky and earthy flavours and aromas. 

The sharp lactic sourness that is evident 

in young lambics softens and rounds out 

as they age and are blended. If  you can 

get your hands on traditional gueuze 

from one of  the Senne River Valley 

breweries, grab it, pop it in the fridge, 

turn off  your phone, get a proper glass 

and savour it. They are special beers.

German sours
Although Germany is best known for its 

crisp, clean and quaffable lagers, there 

are a few German styles of  sour beer 

that managed to hold on in small refugia 

while a wave of  lagers flooded the 

country. Affectionately called 

“Champagne of  the North” by 

Napoleon's troops, Berliner Weisse is a 

delicate sour beer brewed in northern 

Germany from as early as the 1500s. 

Berliner Weisse beers are often low in 

alcohol (~3% ABV) with a large 

proportion of  wheat malt (25–50%). 

They are fairly clean and bright, and have 

a fresh lactic acidity. Traditionally 

Berliner Weisse is served in bowl-shaped 

glasses with shots of  fruit syrup, such as 

Far left and top: Belgium's Cantillon Brewery 
produces some of the world's best known 
gueuze and lambic beers

Bottom In South Africa, Devil's Peak's  right: 
barrel-ageing project includes 
some sour styles

Sour speak 

Brettanomyces is a genus of 
yeast. It's a common spoilage 
bacteria in the wine industry,  
but it does beautiful things in 
beer. It does not produce acidity 
itself,  but rather consumes 
sugars as well as other by-
products of yeast and bacteria 
to create a variety of aromatic 
and flavour compounds.

Lactobacillus bacteria are the 
same bacteria that convert milk 
into yoghurt and cheese by 
producing lactic acid. They are 
one of the two primary lactic 
acid-producing bacteria that give 
these beers their sourness. 

Pediococcus bacteria are the 
other predominant lactic acid-
producing bacteria. They also 
produce chemicals like diacetyl 
and exopolysaccharides, which 
Brettanomyces consumes.

Acetobacter converts alcohol 
into acetic acid (vinegar) in the 
presence of oxygen. At low levels, 
this is acceptable in some of the 
Flemish red and brown ales, but 
is generally considered an off-
flavour in sour beers.
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raspberry or woodruff, to cut the 

sourness.

Another German sour is Gose 

(pronounce gose-uh), originating in 

Goslar at much the same time as 

Berliner Weisse. Traditionally, this is a 

4–5% ABV beer with at least 50% 

wheat malt that is fermented using both 

brewer's yeast and Lactobacillus bacteria. 

Hops and dry coriander are used to 

flavour Gose, which is brewed with 

slightly saline water. 

The rest of  the world
Although Belgian and German sours are 

the best known and revered sour beers, 

many cultures around the world have 

been quietly – and happily – drinking 

sour beers for centuries. Consider South 

Africa's our very own uMqombothi.

In recent years, craft brewers have 

uncovered traditional sour styles and 

started replicating and evolving them. In 

the USA, the sour beer following is 

beginning to rival that even of  IPA.

Craft brewers have also modernised the 

traditional methods of  brewing sour 

beers, using specifically selected mixed 

cultures of  yeast and bacteria and 

perfecting the timed addition of  these 

cultures.

In South Africa, a few breweries are 

starting to explore sour beer brewing. 

Devil's Peak Brewing Company, has 

already released great examples of  

mixed fermentation and sour beers 

including Vin de Saison, Grapes of  

Wrath and My Bloody Valentine. More 

recently, Woodstock Brewery and 

Drifter Brewing Company have released 

kettle-soured beers: Acid Queen and the 

Driftwood Berliner Weisse, respectively. 

This is a modern method in which 

brewers sour the wort using a pure 

culture of  lactobacillus and then boil it 

again before the main, clean, 

fermentation occurs like any regular 

beer.

In my own work, as owner and brewer 

at Little Wolf  Brewery, I want to brew 

the full spectrum of  sour beers. I've 

started with a Brettanomyces bottle-

conditioned saison, which although not 

sour, is a gentle introduction to the dry, 

funky and earthy flavours of  this yeast. I 

have also begun a mixed fermentation 

barrel-ageing program, with the first 

beers hopefully ready for release in 

2017.

It's only a matter of  time before more 

sour beers land on our shelves – and 

I'm very excited about that. I think they 

offer the flavour and complexity that 

South Africans are primed to enjoy 

through our love of  wine. My 

suggestion is you go out and try what 

we have on offer – both local and 

imported. Look for words like lambic, 

gueuze, sour, wild-fermented, mixed 

fermentation and Brettanomyces. And a 

parting note: don't expect a regular 

lager, this drink is so much more.
On Tap
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opinion  

Beer’s
Fourth

Estate
Beer Whisperer Murray Slater looks at two of  the most 
popular beer-rating platforms and tells us why we should be 
rating what we taste.

There is an 

inherent, almost 

instinctive 

human need to grade 

our experiences. Rating 

things enhances our 

status as a consumer from passive to 

active. It wrestles the power away from the 

capitalist boardrooms and shareholders 

and back into our hands. The internet and 

social media have armed consumers with 

opinions that can and should act like a 

watchdog, protecting us from bad 

products. Beer is no exception. We are 

beer's fourth estate and by exercising our 

right to an opinion and putting it in public 

domain you are helping grow the 

revolution.
 

How do you know if  a beer is worth 

drinking? You have a few options. You can 

trust the media reviews; you can listen to 

your friend's opinions or you can tap into 

beer-rating platforms like 

Ratebeer.com or Untappd, 

which have millions of  

opinions and experiences 

that can help you avoid the 

pitfalls of  drinking average 

or bad beer. Now which one 

should you use? Well as a full-time beer 

drinker I have tried both with – I have to 

admit – very little sticking quality. It is 

clear though they are very different, with 

varied audiences and what I surmise to be 

very different futures. 

Ratebeer.com is essentially for beer geeks 

while Untappd is designed for the new 

tech-savvy generations. Ratebeer.com has 

been around since 2000 and has over 4.5 

million ratings of  almost 200,000 beers 

from nearly 16,000 breweries. It's has a 

huge database and is a serious review site 

whose users rate beer in much the same 

detail as a BJCP judge would. The site is 

great for research and has become an 

important reference and barometer for 

'good' beer.

However, this is where it gets tricky. If  

you search for some of  the world's most 

consumed beers, like Sol, Heineken and 

Budweiser, you notice they score 

extremely poorly to the point you think 

these massive companies are making 'bad' 

beer. Budweiser scores zero out of  a 

hundred. One of  the world's largest 

selling beers is one of  the site's lowest-

rated – could this really be the case? If  so 

would this watchdog rating platform not 

halt the march of  these macro beers? This 

will never be the case as Ratebeer.com is 

essentially a niche site for geeks within a 

growing but still relatively small market. A 

quick look at South Africa's top 25 beers 

according to Ratebeer.com users and you 

will have an idea of  how underutilised this 

platform is in SA. Ratebeer.com is 

dominated by an American Market with 
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minimal users in Africa, Europe and the 

rest of  the world.

Untappd on the other hand is a geosocial 

networking service and mobile phone 

application that has been dubbed by users 

as the 'Pokemon' for beers. In 2014 it 

surpassed the 1 million user milestone and 

two years later had trebled that number. 

The app has numerous integrations with 

social media platforms such as Twitter and 

Facebook. The newsfeed resembles a 

Facebook feed and you can follow your 

beer-hunting friend's latest catches. New 

developments will allow you to scan 

barcodes to find beers and even hail an 

Uber to the bar you checked in via 

Untappd.

The platform has an easy-to-use app as 

well as a desktop option that has, like all 

successful apps in recent times, gamified 

its process as you unlock and collect 

badges when you drink and rate beers.  

Long-pondering and indulgent ratings are 

not the norm. This social beer peacocking 

goes down well the generation Y and the 

Millennials alike. Much like a fisherman 

standing proudly with his catch while 

having his photo taken,  beer lovers post 

proudly of  their latest acquisition. The 

simplicity of  use and user-friendly 

interfaces are what we expect to find these 

days, compared to the clunky old ox 

wagon of  site that is Ratebeer.com. 

Untappd is a collector's dream and a 

personal vault of  beer conquests. 

Budweiser scores a 2.5 out of  5 which is a 

lot more respectable than Ratebeer.com's 

zero and probably reflects the app's 

penetration of  the mainstream. Both 

largely agree on the world's top-rated 

beers; it's just that Untappd is a little less 

harsh on the mainstream lagers.  

Untappd will reach a wider audience 

through its simplicity of  use, modern 

integrations and gamifications while 

Ratebeer.com will, if  it remains the same, 

be forever niche and will never enter the 

mainstream. It will never serve its greater 

mandate of  performing the role of  the 

beer's fourth estate. 

Go out there and try both. Just like there 

are different beers for different tastes, 

there are also different beer rating sites for 

different needs. The more SA beers that 

are rated on these sites, the better for our 

industry. We, the people, are the beer 

industry's only watchdogs, so get out there 

and bark at those bad beers until all the 

neighbours hear. On Tap

Half C
BC
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Water:
the forgotten 

ingredient

tech talk

When it comes to 
brewing, talking about 
water is ironically rather 
dry. Shawn Duthie 
gets passionate about 
beer's most overlooked 
ingredient.
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I
f  beer ingredients were siblings, 

water would definitely be the middle 

child. Still important, sure, but for 

the most part forgotten about and just a 

bit too difficult to deal with. But 

brewers should ignore water 

(referred to as 'liquor' in the 

brewing process) at their peril, as 

it can hold the key to making a 

good beer taste great.

Historically, it was water that 

decided which styles were 

brewed where. The soft water 

of  Plzen, and closer to home, 

Newlands, was perfect for 

brewing lagers and pilsners. 

Brewers in London found that 

beer produced in the midlands of  

England, near Burton, were much 

clearer and had a more pronounced 

bitterness than their own brews – turns 

out it was down to the calcium and 

sulphate-rich water. And, of  course, 

everyone knows Guinness tastes best in 

Dublin. Centuries ago brewers didn't 

know why a stout brewed in Dublin 

tasted better than one in Plzen, but we do 

now: water. 

Every brewer should be analysing their 

water at least once a month, as increased 

rainfall, drought or changes to the 

municipal reservoirs can alter your water 

profile.  When reading the report, and 

without getting too technical (which 

nobody wants), there are a few things 

which every brewer should take note of  

in order to improve their beer (which 

everybody wants). There are five main 

ions which are important: calcium, 

chloride, sulphate, sodium, and 

magnesium. Magnesium and sodium are 

best left alone – too much magnesium 

and your beer will become a laxative; too 

much sodium and your beer will become, 

well, salty. This isn't always a bad thing – 

there is an historical German beer style, 

called gose, which is a brewed partially 

with salt water. Closer to home, 

Zebonkey Brewery, in Stellenbosch, has 

created a salt water weiss which is a good 

example of  a beer with high sodium 

content, resulting in a thicker body with 

an undeniably salty taste.

Calcium is an area that should not be over 

looked. This was one of  the main reason 

beers brewed in Burton became so clear 

compared to those in London. Calcium 

aids in the precipitation of  proteins 

during the boil, giving you a clearer beer. 

Calcium is usually increased with the 

addition of  calcium sulphate, also known 

as gypsum. Gypsum will also increase the 

sulphate levels of  a beer, which helps give 

a more pronounced bitterness. There are 

reports that the sulphate level in Burton 

is over 800ppm, though this is more likely 

myth than reality. Too much sulphate and 

your pronounced bitterness will become 

an overbearing, harsh bitterness that even 

the biggest self-proclaimed hophead 

would balk at. 

A good way to balance your beer is to 

monitor the sulphate-to-chloride ratio. 

Chlorides help to add body to the beer 

and, contrary to sulphates, help to bring 

out the malt character. Too much 

chloride, though, and your beer will taste 

like a Band Aid soaked in rubbing 

alcohol. The general idea behind the 

sulphate:chloride ratio is that more 

sulphate (compared to chloride) means a 

more bitter beer. IPAs and hop-forward 

beers would be better off  with a ratio of  

2:1 or higher, while more malty beers – 

such as an Oktoberfest or Weiss – would 

be better with a ratio of  1:1 or even 

slightly lower. 

Calcium
50 - 150

Magnesium
10 - 30

Sodium
50 - 150

Sulfate
10 - 150

Chloride
10 - 100

Ideal range 
for water ions 

in ppm
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If  you decide you want to alter your water profile when brewing 

different styles (and you should – experimentation is what makes 

homebrewing and microbrewing fun!) then it would be best to use 

a water calculator to determine how much of  the salts you need to 

add. There are a few great resources online, including Brewer's 

Friend, as well as downloadable spreadsheets from EZ Water or 

Bru'n Water. You input your water profile and the grain bill and 

can virtually add salts to increase the calcium, sulphates, etc. If  you 

find that you need to lower these ions (such as if  you have hard 

water), the handy online tools also calculate for dilution with 

reverse osmosis water. 

Water is an extremely important, though complex, ingredient for 

brewing and here we have only just scratched surface. Things like 

the level of  bicarbonate, adjusting the pH of  the mash and 

filtering out chlorine (and the more difficult chloramines) also are 

important when looking at H2O. While this forgotten ingredient 

may appear difficult at first, a little understanding and attention 

will go a long way to improving the quality and drinkability of  

your beer.

Water Reports
Nationwide

Integral labs – www.integrallabs.co.za

Gauteng
Set Point Labs 

www.setpointlabs.co.za, 
Johannesburg, 011 923 7100

Waterlab 
www.waterlab.co.za, 

Pretoria, 012 349 1044

KZN
B.N. Kirk 

www.bnkirk.co.za, 
Durban, 031 205 1245

Western Cape:
Bemlab 

www.bemlab.co.za, 
Somerset West, 021 853 1490

On Tap

More Beer from 
Each Brew

GEA separators and process skids developed 

for craft breweries make beer clarifi cation 

more productive, more effi  cient, more fl exible 

and more sustainable:

•  5 to 10 percent more beer from the same 

amount of raw ingredients (depending on 

beer recipe and brewing process)

•  20 to 30 percent reduced beer 

production time with decisively reduced 

eff ort (less engery and hours of work) 

• Multi-purpose applications 

in the brewing process 

to take your business to the 

next level

Let’s Plug & Brew.
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http://gea.com


Craft beer 
should not 
taste like 
that!

No! 
There are certain things that a beer should never ever taste 
of. In this issue, no punches-pulled beer geek Jaco 
Hamilton-Attwell looks at some common beer off-
flavours, how to detect them, how they are formed and 
whether there's anything a brewer can do to salvage the 
beer (spoiler: the answer is no!).

If  anyone ever tells you “it's craft beer, it should taste 

like that” and you pick up any of  these flavours, 

inform the person serving you the beer that they are 

wrong, and that you will no longer support their 

establishment or beer. If  possible, contact the brewer and 

tell her/him about your experience. Note that the brewer 

may reiterate the staff's comments.

[Editor's note:At this point be VERY happy that this is not a 

scratch and sniff  edition!]

Baby Vomit (butyric)

I am not kidding! This smell is well known to all parents 

and anyone who's had to spend time with a new-born. 

This most offensive of  off-flavours is found very rarely in 

South African beer, but I have had a few. Butyric acid is 

formed by a bacteria during the mash or storage of  

wort/extract. You cannot save this beer. Dump the batch 

and check any stored wort for this smell. 

Band Aids (chlorophenolic)

Next time you open up that new 

roll of  Elastoplast, take a deep 

whiff. This aroma is 

unfortunately a lot more 

common in South African 

“craft” beers and is usually 

caused by chlorine making its 

way into the beer. The source of  the chlorine may be from 

municipal water, or from cleaning/sanitising materials. 

This is both a flavour and aroma compound and can be as 

pungent as mouthwash or hospital floors. 

Band 
aid

Nail
Polish
Remover

Skunk

Rotting
cabbage 

beerginer's guide  



The beer is lost to all but those who want 

to learn about off-flavours. By using a 

charcoal filter, you can get rid of  chlorines 

in your water, or by adding Campden 

tablets a few hours before brewing. If  your 

source is during cleaning/sanitising, then 

start by ensuring that you are carefully 

following the instructions of  the product 

that you are using. For sanitisation, ensure 

that your solution is at a “rinse free” level.

Nail Polish 

Remover (ethyl 

acetate)

Although ethyl 

acetate can be 

found in all beers, 

when it crosses a 

certain threshold, it 

becomes a bad thing. It can be caused by 

quite a few factors; high fermentation 

temperatures, a low yeast pitching rate or a 

high gravity wort, and that is just from 

normal ale or lager yeast. A wild yeast 

infection can also cause this, as well as a 

lack of  oxygen in the wort at start of  

fermentation. There is nothing you can do 

about it after the fact. Dump it or use it 

for training. Find out what caused your 

problem, then address it.

Skunk 

(lightstruck)

Very few people 

in South Africa 

have had the 

“pleasure” of  

wafting in the 

aromas of  a 

skunk's anal gland secretions, but if  you 

feel you're missing out, you're in luck, 

because a similar aroma is quite common 

in beer, especially green bottled beers.

Light, particularly blue light of  with 

wavelengths of  350 to 500 nm, causes a 

chemical reaction that affects a compound 

in hops (isohumulone) and causes it to 

throw off  this repulsive aroma. Blue light 

is part of  the spectrum of  sunlight as well 

as florescent light.

This is almost never the brewer's fault and 

once it is there you can't get rid of  it. This 

usually happens when the beer is not taken 

care of  in distribution, by the bottle store 

or by the buyer. Store your beer in a cold, 

dark place and your beer will be fine. Try 

to avoid clear or green bottles, as they let 

the blue light through, as opposed to 

brown bottles that blocks most of  it. To 

be really safe, buy cans. Leaving your six 

pack of  green bottles in the ice bath 

outside is a bad idea! 

Rotting 

cabbage 

(mercaptan)

The smell of  a 

rubbish bin 

behind your local 

fruit and 

vegetable store on a hot summer day; the 

mix of  rotting vegetables and over-ripe 

fruit filling your senses. Sometimes less 

offensive, but still not something you want 

in your beer. This may be caused by 

fermentation issues, or by a wild yeast. 

This is yet another beer that you can use to 

catch snails with, but not something you 

want to drink or serve to your customers.

Start by ensuring that your yeast is in good 

health, that you pitched enough and that 

the beer fermented at the correct 

temperature. Verify that your cleaning and 

sanitation practices are at a high standard.

Metallic

I am sure you 

have had a 

metallic taste 

before, 

hopefully not 

from biting a 

metal bar! 

Blood, a copper coin or another iron 

object will give a similar flavour.

When this flavour is found in beer it is 

usually due to metal dissolving into the 

beer somewhere during its production; 

sometimes from brand new equipment 

that has not been properly cleaned or 

primed, other times it's from unprotected 

metals that have become exposed due to 

damage, or rust. This flavour may also be 

obtained from poorly stored malts or from 

the outside of  cans (due to metal dust 

falling onto the can during 

packaging/transport). Nothing can be 

done. Lesson learnt. Dump it and make 

sure it does not happen again.

Taste your liquor, wort and beer to 

determine if  it might be from equipment. 

Store malt in a dry, clean area, preferably 

with an oxygen barrier of  sorts.

At this point I am sure that you are 

looking at your glass of  beer, thankful that 

it has none of  the flavours or aromas 

mentioned above; or maybe you are about 

to write an email to a brewer about a 

problem you found. Either way,  I hope 

that you learnt something, although it is a 

practical lesson I would never wish on 

anyone.

Why do we need to know this? Because we 

all want good beer. A brewer wants 

her/his clients to experience a great 

product and as a client I want to know that 

what I spend my hard earned cash on is 

worth it. A brewer (or staff  at the 

brewery/pub/restaurant) should know 

when a product should not be served, and 

a client should know when to send a beer 

back.

Beer has hundreds of  flavours and aromas. 

Luckily for us, most of  them are good 

(within moderation). In this edition I have 

covered The Ugly – the ones that ruin a 

beer. In future I will discuss The Good 

and the Bad, but as with everything else in 

life, the Good in the wrong place can be 

pretty bad, while Bad in the right place can 

make you gasp, shudder and wonder if  

your partner would allow you to take this 

beer to bed. 
On Tap
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beer meets food

As a brewer, what do you do with your spent grains? I 

typically donate most to the SPCA, but I save some to 

use in baking. There are a bunch of  cool things you can 

make with your spent grain – here are two of  my favourites. 

For the crunchies you'll have try dry your grain. For bread, you 

can use it wet or dry. Dry grain will give a fluffier, lighter bread 

while wet will make it denser. Both are awesome.
.  
To dry out your grain - lay it on a baking tray and dry in in your 

oven (lowest setting) overnight or for about 6-7 hours. You can 

do a few batches at a time. Stir it occasionally. You'll know its dry 

when it looks really similar to your grain before your brew and 

there's no moisture to the touch. 

Spent Grain Beer Bread

» Ingredients
• 4 cups self-raising flour
• 1 cup grain (wet or dry) 
• 1 440ml beer of  choice
• Salt, pepper or herbs to taste. 
• Splash of  milk
• Optional: cup of  cheese and/or sweetcorn

» Method
Preheat the oven to 160°C (180 if  you prefer a crustier loaf). 

Grease a bread tin.

Mix the flour and grain together, then add the beer and mix it 

well. You want your mixture to be on the dry side, so add a bit 

more flour if  necessary. Put the bread mix into the tin and brush 

the top with a little milk.

Bake for 60 minutes. The best way to check if  it's ready is to stick 

a knife in: if  the knife comes out clean, the bread is ready. Let it 

cool before cutting. 

Serve with salad, pasta, a braai or just lashings of  butter. And a 

beer, of  course.

Spent Grain Crunchies

» Ingredients
• 1 ¼ cups cake flour
• 1 ¼ cups oats or desiccated coconut (or a mix of  both)
• 1 ¼ cups dried grain
• ¾ cup sugar (any kind)
• 4 tsp syrup or honey
• ½ cup butter (or peanut butter)
• 1 tsp bicarbonate of  soda (NOT baking powder)
• ¼ cup boiling water

» Method
Preheat oven to 150°C and grease a baking tray (smaller tin = 

thicker crunchies).

Mix the dry ingredients well. Melt the butter and syrup on a low 

heat.

Add the bicarb to the hot water, then mix it with the butter and 

syrup. Pour the syrup mixture into the dry ingredients – using 

your hands is best. It's going to seem very dry, but with a bit of  

handling, it will mix.

Press the mixture into your tin as evenly as you can.

Bake for 20-25 minutes and turn off  the oven. They should be 

baked but still a little pliable.

Cut into squares (in the tin) and leave the tin in the oven for 

another 5-10 minutes. This dries them out and makes them 

crunch.

Store your crunchies in a cool dry place (in a tupperware), or 

serve straight away with a cup of  tea or a half-pint of  stout.

Thandi Guilherme

BEER
COOKING WITH
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et's face it, unless you live in East LLondon, you're probably not 

going to make a special journey 

just to have lunch there. And if  you live in 

EL., I'm fairly sure you already know 

about Sanook Café and its sister 

restaurants. But this summer, there's a 

good chance a few of  you will be 

venturing towards the Wild Coast and you 

might just find yourself  passing through 

Buffalo City around lunchtime. Maybe 

you've flown into East London's airport 

en route to your coastal retreat, or 

perhaps you'll end up staying here 

overnight as you drive from PE to Port St 

John's. Anyway, if  you do find yourself  

hereabouts, you'll be pleased to know that 

there's a cheery, buzzing restaurant 

serving great burgers and a good selection 

of  craft beer. 

Sanook is based in a busy strip mall just 

north of  the city centre. There is also a 

sister restaurant – Sanook Eatery – and 

the Tex-Mex Cantina and Craft (from the 

same owners) in the Beacon Bay Crossing 

mall, just off  the N2. I met up with East 

London's biggest beer geek for burgers 

and beer at the city branch.

The menu is one that will be familiar to 

most Cape Town or Jo'burg dwellers: 

thin-based pizzas, gourmet burgers, tapas 

boards – though surprisingly not an order 

of  pulled pork in sight. When you look a 

little closer though, you find the burgers 

feature some original ingredients; the 

pizzas come with toppings you might not 

expect in East London – Parma ham, 

pecorino shavings, ostrich fillet with 

pumpkin seeds or Jack Daniels-basted 

chicken.

Told that a burger is the best order  I 

opted for the trio of  sliders. I'm usually 

hesitant about sliders – the patties are 

easy to overcook and can often be dry, 

but Sanook's menu was making it difficult 

to choose a dish and the slider option at 

least allowed me to at least sample three 

items.  And it turned out to be a great 

idea. You know when you keep going 

back for a bite of  each thing on your plate 

(well, board), trying to decide which it is 

you like best until suddenly you've eaten it 

all? Yep – that. The sliders were juicy, 

saucy, messy as hell to eat and all three 

were quite delicious, as were the sweet 

potato chips that come as a side.

On the liquid side, there's a pretty 

interesting selection of  Western Cape 

brews, including Gallows Hill, Long 

Beach and Red Bridge, alongside familiar 

favourites Devil's Peak, CBC and Darling. 

On tap there are a couple of  DP options, 

plus the full range from Sanook's closest 

brewery, Emerald Vale in Chintsa.

If  you do find yourself  passing through 

East London this Christmas break, it's 

certainly worth swinging off  the N2 to 

sample some great local cooking and a 

pint of  chilled craft beer – assuming you 

have someone to continue the drive after 

lunch that is.

 

11 Chamberlain Rd, East London; 043 721 3215; sanook.co.za. Average main course R90-120

Restaurant Review:

Sanook Café
Lucy Corne

On Tap
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battle of the beers

Fizzy              Stuff
Summer is here, the time for chilling in the garden, cooking every meal on 

the braai and sipping on cold, crisp refreshing beer. And it doesn't come 

much colder, crisper or more refreshing than that the most common and well 

known of  beer styles – pale lager. Our resident beer rater Jaco 

Hamilton-Attwell filled his shopping trolley to rim to find out who 

would be crowned king of  The Yellow Fizzy Stuff.

et's clear something up before we start: a lager is not Lnecessarily a yellow fizzy beer, it refers to the type of  

yeast that was used. Lagers can be high in alcohol and 

can be a variety of  colours; from the palest yellow to pitch 

black.

But today we focus on the crisp, dry, easy drinking, pale and 

highly carbonated beer that South Africans, and indeed people 

around the world, love to consume in vast quantities. I got my 

hands on lagers from bottle stores all over South Africa (Spar 

Tops Radiokop, Spar Tops Hillcrest and Roeland Liquors) and I 

have to say I was a bit overwhelmed! The initial plan was to 

work through a dozen lagers, but closer to twenty beers ended 

up finding their way into my fridge – and that's just a percentage 

of  what's currently available in South Africa.

So where does the BJCP stand on this? For brevity and ease, I 

decided to take a step back from the guidelines, using a part 

BJCP, part hedonistic approach. The BJCP lists four categories 

of  pale lagers, with each containing about three styles. I of  

course took the style into consideration when scoring the beer 

but I rated it on overall-drinkability and quality.

The criteria
As the styles cover everything from “sex in a canoe” styles of  

beer (Google it), to Czech Pale Lagers, I was looking for a beer 

that is clear, golden and effervescent. Hop and malt aromas may 

vary from very little to quite strong, similar on the flavour. The 

beer must not be sweet - it must have enough bitterness to 

balance any sweetness and it must finish dry enough to make 

you want to have that next sip. The carbonation should be quite 

high as this adds a bit of  acidity to the beer, as well as a 

refreshing and palate-cleansing effect.

This beer must be light, easy drinking and low(ish) in alcohol. A 

beer to enjoy while mowing the lawn, having a braai or just 

lounging by the pool. A no-frills, but potentially complex, beer 

that is as at home around a firepit as it is around salad and a 

piece of  fish.

Score 

out of  

10

& Union - Unflt lager (bottle) 
A soft citrus/lemony aroma and flavour 
accompanies the more traditional hops. A grainy 
malt backbone provides good support for this 
quaffable beer. 7

Windhoek Lager (can) 
Balanced grainy, floral and spicy notes are what 
make this beer such a great drinker. The bitterness 
leaves you asking for the next sip and everything else 
about the beer likewise makes it moreish. 8

Devil's Peak - Lager (bottle) 
Slightly more malt forward, with the aroma and 
flavour of  freshly cut bread crusts, yet it still has 
good bittering and flavour/aroma support from the 
hops. More complex than a lot of  the other beers, 
but still something you can happily just pound. 7

Aces - Premium Lager (bottle) 
The beer has a good aroma of  bready, floral and 
spicy notes, but alas the flavour started with a strong 
hit of  Band-Aids, which is really off-putting. As the 
beer warmed up, the offensive flavour dissipated, 
leaving a more enjoyable brew. 5

CBC - Lager (bottle) 
Lacking hop aromas and  slightly sweet, but 
otherwise a good beer. Dry enough to still entice the 
next sip 6

Tafel Lager (bottle) 
Bread crusts and cracker-like malt notes with spicy 
and floral hop notes. A superbly balanced and very 
enjoyable beer. 8

The Ratings
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Score 

out of  

10

Castle Lager (Can)  
Despite a noticeable cooked corn aroma, the light, 
grainy malts make this an approachable, if  slightly 
bland beer. The bitterness leaves you wanting more 
and the carbonation brings that perfect crisp edge. 7

Darling - Slow Beer (bottle)  
Although the carbonation was a little on the low 
side, the beer presented almost lemon-cake like 
flavours and aromas, with a bit of  corn in the 
background. An easy drinking pint with a touch of  
complexity. 7

Black Label (can)  
A light metallic note detracted from the beer initially 
but the corn and banana quickly jumped in. The 
banana is not to style, but it is there on purpose – 
Black Label is fermented at a slightly higher 
temperature to allow the yeast to create more fruity 
aromas, giving the beer a sweeter aroma, without 
adding sweetness to the beer.  A slight astringency 
unfortunately lessened the overall experience. 5

Citizen - Patriot (bottle) 
A strange toasted coconut note runs through this 
one – it does not detract from the beer, just a little 
strange and certainly not to style. The malt and hop 
notes on the beer are classic. 6

Stella Artois (can) 
Aromas of  flowers, bread crusts and sweet corn, 
with no single element overpowering the other. A 
balancing bitterness makes for a refreshing beer. 8

Pilsner Urquell (bottle) 
The Saaz hops are standing in front and they refuse 
to move! They provide floral and spicy notes to the 
beer and a solid bitterness, without being vegetal. To 
ensure that the beer is not one-sided, a bread-
straight-from-the-oven aroma and flavour provide 
balance and complexity. But it's the crisp, biting 
bitterness that really makes this beer pop. This beer 
was literally the first pale lager and definitely still one 
of  the best. 10

Clausthaler (bottle) 
This non-alcoholic beer presents quite strong malt 
aromas, with bready and doughy aromas, and a 
wort-like flavour, making the beer quite sweet. The 
bitterness picks up later, but never quite enough to 
cut through the sweetness. 5

Score 

out of  

10

Legends Lager (bottle) 
A great representation of  the classic aromas and 
flavours, but quite light in both. A very easy-to-drink 
beer. 7

Agar's - Rebel Pilsner (bottle) 
Very close to an Urquell, the hops are upfront and 
the malt provides a supporting balance as well as 
complexity. Slightly less bitterness, but still balanced 
towards the bitterness. A great local example ! 8

With the last beer's memories being nothing more than a few 

rings on the glass; what makes this group of  beers so difficult 

to judge? Most of  these beers are light in aroma and flavour. 

Anything that stands out is a fault, which makes these beers 

some of  the most difficult styles to brew. And to make matters 

worse, comparing this style of  beer to a style with strong 

flavours and aromas, the technical skill that went into making 

the beer may be forgotten - and this is where you see the best 

judges shine. Recently I had the honour of  seeing three judges 

arguing about not only the flavour, aromas, etc. of  the beers 

they were judging, but the technical skill that went into each 

beer, for almost two hours! 

Choosing a great beer is not just if  it is rowdy, loud and 

powerful; sometimes it is the well-known friend that walks 

quietly beside you.

CANS vs BOTTLES
Without going into details 

about why cans are better 

(that's a whole other article), I 

need to address the “cans have 

a metallic avour”. No, they do 

not. They are lined on the 

inside. The metallic avour is 

usually from metal dust that 

settled on the top during 

production. A quick rinse and a 

wipe will get rid of the dust 

and you can then pour and 

enjoy your beer.

On Tap
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It was back in 2003 when SAB 

Senior Trade Brewer and brewing 

legend, Ben Lamaletie hatched a 

plan to entice students from tertiary 

institutes into the world of  brewing 

science. Through his efforts, SAB 

sponsored and installed the first 

university microbrewing kit at the 

Univers i ty of  Kwazulu Natal  – 

Pietermaritzburg campus. 

In 2006, an extensive collaboration 

between SAB, the Institute of  Brewing 

and Distilling Africa Sector (IBD) and 

the state-owned FoodBev SETA led to 

the sponsorship of  selected students 

into various brewing traineeship roles. 

By early 2008, there were enough 

tertiary institutions kitted out for SAB 

to inaugurate the first of  the now annual 

SAB Intervarsity Brewing Challenge.

The 2016 event was held in September 

at the Cyril Ramaphosa World of  

Learning, organised by SAB Trade 

Brewer Anton Erasmus.  The event sees 

teams of  students come together for a 

weekend of  fun, learning, sharing and 

appreciation of  all things beer-related. 

The teams have to brew beers from the 

prescribed beer styles prior to the event. 

During the event, the beers are judged 

by qualified judges, with an awards 

ceremony held later in the evening. 

This year 16 ter t iar y education 

establishments competed and a, total of  

67 beers were entered. The beers were 

judged to the BJCP 2015 guidelines by 

22 judges (some BJCP-certified, others 

SAB-accredited). According to the 

judges, there were some “world-class” 

beers brewed with the highest scoring 

beer receiving an impressive 42 out of  

50. The teams also had to design a label 

for their beers, which were judged by 

experienced marketing personnel. 

The University of  Cape Town (UCT) 

team was crowned overall winners of  

this year's competition, not only walking 

away with this sought-after title but also 

R25 000  to invest in their brewing 

setup. 

UCT's current brewing team consists of  

six core members who are a blend of  

engineering and microbiology PhD 

students. UCT has been participating in 

t he  SAB In t e r va r s i t y  B r ew ing 

Competition since its inception, and the 

team has gone from not knowing what 

hops are to grabbing multiple awards 

over a range of  categories, claiming 

overall victory in 2012, 2015 and 2016. 

When asked what their key to success 

was, Catherine Edward a brewing team 

member since 2014 said “this consistent 

UCT takes top spot 
that 9  annual Intervarsity 

Brewing Challenge 

Pictured left: UCT’s winning SAB 
Intervarsity Brewing Challenge team

Members of  the TUKS team display their setup at 

Drinktec.

Apiwe Nxusani-Mawela
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success is largely due to great teamwork 

and high member retention times, with 

long-standing members bringing 

experience and confidence to the 

team”. 

As part of  this year's competition, 

universities were also asked to submit 

designs of  their brewing kits. These 

were judged by qualified engineers who 

looked  a t  pa ramete r s  such  a s 

practicality and ease of  use, being built 

at low cost using easily available 

components to brew beers of  varying 

styles.   University of  Pretoria was the 

overall winner in this category and as 

part of  their prize, got to exhibit and 

brew beer at the Drinktec Food and Drink 

Technology – Africa in September. 

The contribution made by this event to 

the South African brewing industry in 

enormous, with a number of  brewers; 

both within the microbrewing industry 

and within SAB, having passed through 

and been nurtured by the program. As 

an industry, we will forever be grateful 

to the now-retired Ben Lamaletie for 

sharing his vision and to all those he 

worked with to make this initiative a 

reality.  With the merger, one can only 

hope that this is one SABMiller legacy 

that will be allowed to live on so we can 
th

celebrate its 10  anniversary in 2017. 

On Tap

The 2016 Intervarsity Winners

First Second Third

Lager Category
 University of Cape Town University of Limpopo University of Pretoria 

Pilsner/Light Category 1000 Hills Chef School University of the Witwatersrand Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University 

Winter Warmer Category University of Cape Town University of KZN North West University – Potchefstroom 

Speciality Beer Category University of KZN University of the Free State Central University of Technology 
Free State 

Cider Category University of Cape Town University of Kwazulu Natal Cape Peninsula University of 
Technology 

Label Category Cape Peninsula University of 
Technology University of the Witwatersrand University of the Free State
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Pub 
Quiz

1. What is the name of  SAB's new weissbier?

2. Which beer was crowned best in show at the 

2016 Cape Town Festival of  Beer?

3. Who wrote the 2013 book “The Audacity of  

Hops”?

4. What is the oldest brewery in the world, and 

where is it found?

5. True or false: hops have been known to 

spontaneously combust.

6. In the brewing process, what would you use 

Sinamar for?

7. At which South African brewery would you 

find Sean McCartney at the kettle?

8. When and where can you see the annual 

South African hop harvest?

9. Which beer is generally higher in alcohol: 

Baltic porter, eisbock or doppelbock?

10. Which South African microbrewery is named 

for a shipwreck?

11. Where is the newest branch of  Beerhouse 

located?

12. What's the difference between a hefeweiss 

and a kristalweiss?

13. How many microbreweries are there in 

Limpopo?

14. Which South African brewery produces 

Karma Citra IPA?

15. Which dark, flavourful lager will Father 

Christmas be sipping once he's finished 

delivering presents on Christmas eve?
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Wholesale suppliers to the brewing industry.

We value personal service and strive to bring forth loyalty through efficient service.

Our Products include:

-  Hops

-  Hop Products

-  Yeast

-  Malt

-  Brewing equipment

Kegs -

One-way kegs (Dolium) -

Crown Caps -

Finings (Hot-side and cold-side) -

Other specialty Ingredients -

      Proud distribution partner for the following brands

076 574 2786leon@brewmaster.co.za  www.brewmaster.co.zaI I

http://brewmaster.co.za


http://craftbrewerspowwow.co.za
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